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Nota formattata di Critical history is a philosophy of history that highlights the
peculiarity and originality of the epistemology and methodology of
Bernard Lonergan in the study of history. It is a method of reading
the movement of history, through the Lonerganian creative criticism
as well as a critical instrument that can help one rise above diverse
forms of oversight and bias while working for progress in a human
community. It tries to expound on how one can build personal
capacities that work for the advantage of the common good. Its
precepts can help one achieve self-transcendence and authenticity
which are essential in the making of a creative society. It can inspire
and create symbols that link one's experience, imagination,
rationality, responsibility and affectivity to authentic lived history.
It can arouse an intellectual conversion that brings moral revival and
can offer insights that help community planners in proposing proper
solutions by identifying the actual drivers of progress, decline and re-
covery in a society. Critical history creates an intellectual cultivation
of mind and character achieved by insight which helps to build an
authentic human person and progressive community. Its critical
elements can lead to higher viewpoints that rise above prejudices,
and these higher viewpoints can move one to integration to higher
values. The result will be an authentic subjectivity and emergence of
republic of virtues guided by objectivity and sound ethics.
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